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Trench Rats

Many men killed in the trenches were buried almost where they fell. If a trench
subsided, or new trenches or dugouts were needed, large numbers of decomposing
bodies would be found just below the surface. These corpses, as well as the food
scraps that littered the trenches, attracted rats. One pair of rats can produce 880
offspring in a year and so the trenches were soon swarming with them.
Some of these rats grew extremely large. One soldier wrote: "The rats were huge.
They were so big they would eat a wounded man if he couldn't defend himself."
These rats became very bold and would attempt to take food from the pockets of
sleeping men. Two or three rats would always be found on a dead body. They usually
went for the eyes first and then they burrowed their way right into the corpse.
One soldier described finding a group of dead bodies while on patrol: "I saw some
rats running from under the dead men's greatcoats, enormous rats, fat with human
flesh. My heart pounded as we edged towards one of the bodies. His helmet had
rolled off. The man displayed a grimacing face, stripped of flesh; the skull bare, the
eyes devoured and from the yawning mouth leapt a rat."
Source A: Punch, 1916

Source B: Stuart Dolden, 1920
The outstanding feature of the
trenches was the extraordinary
number of rats. The area was
infested with them. It was
impossible to keep them out of the
dugouts. They grew fat on the food
that they pilfered from us, and
anything they could pick up in or
around the trenches; they were
bloated and loathsome to look at.
Some were nearly as big as cats.
We were filled with an instinctive
hatred of them, because however
one tried to put the thought of
one's mind, one could not help
feeling that they fed on the dead.
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Trench Rats
Source C: George Coppard, With A Machine Gun to Cambrai (1969)
Rats bred by the tens of thousands and lived on the fat of the land. When we
were sleeping in funk holes the things ran over us, played about, copulated and
fouled our scraps of food, their young squeaking incessantly. There was no
proper system of waste disposal in trench life. Empty tins of all kinds were
flung away over the top on both sides of the trench. Millions of tins were thus
available for all the rats in France and Belgium in hundreds of miles of
trenches. During brief moments of quiet at night, one could hear a continuous
rattle of tins moving against each other. The rats were turning them over.
What happened to the rats under heavy shell-fire was a mystery, but their
powers of survival kept place with each new weapon, including poison gas.

Source D: Richard Beasley, interviewed in 1993.
If you left your food the rats would soon grab it. Those rats were fearless.
Sometimes we would shoot the filthy swines. But you would be put on a charge for
wasting ammo, if the sergeant caught you.

Source E: Frank Laird writing after the war.
Sometimes the men amused themselves by baiting the ends of their rifles with pieces of
bacon in order to have a shot at them at close quarters.

Activities
1. Why were there so many Trench Rats during the First World War?
2. How big could the Trench Rats grow?
3. Which part of the body would the rats eat first?
4. Look at Source C. How could you tell if there were rats nearby at night?
5. How did the soldiers try to get rid of the Trench Rats?
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